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PrivSmart™
PRIVILEGE REVIEW AND PRIVILEGE LOG SOLUTION

Lowers Costs
Increases speed of privilege
review and privilege log
creation by at least 10%,
saving time and cost

Prioritizes Privilege
Review

Automates Privilege
Log Generation

Adaptable and Easy
To Use

Increases the speed and
accuracy of privilege
decisions through
document categorization

Allows focus on legal
privilege analysis rather
than log creation, data
entry, and editing

Complements existing
review workflows
and uses the familiar
Relativity interface

Challenges We Address
Privilege review and the creation of a privilege log are among the most reviewer-intensive segments of ediscovery,
taking the most time and requiring more experienced attorneys. As a result, this process accounts for a
disproportionate share of review costs relative to the number of documents being addressed.

Benefits We Provide
PRIVILEGE CATEGORIZATION
Privilege Categorization can speed up privilege review by at least 10 percent and increase the accuracy of
privilege designations. Instead of running search terms then painstakingly reviewing those documents, Privilege
Categorization refines that analysis using definable privilege search term lists, and helps you prioritize documents
according to the likelihood that they are actually privileged. Your team can decide whether to spot check low-risk
documents, use less experienced, lower-billing reviewers to get through them, or exclude them from privilege
review entirely.
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PRIVILEGE LOG CREATION
PrivSmart can also save dozens of hours of manual work by
drafting privilege logs automatically, freeing up your time
to focus on legal privilege analysis, rather than doing data
entry and editing. PrivSmart predicts normalized privilege
names based on document metadata, eliminating the
manual work typically required for name normalization,
while dynamic coding layouts help your team to refine the
log during review. A user-friendly Privilege Log creation
interface then guides users through the process of
generating a customizable final log in a matter of minutes.
Stored directly in Relativity, privilege logs offer powerful
version control, an auditable history, and even the ability to
track and exclude documents included in previous final logs.
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Summary
By categorizing documents into groups based on their likelihood
of being privilege and automating the data entry and editing of
privilege logs, PrivSmart allows your teams to stay focused on
case strategy, protecting privileged material, and not on tedious,
time-consuming data entry tasks. Reducing review volume without
reducing reviewed content - PrivSmart is a safe and effective way to
quickly and cost effectively conduct first-pass privilege review and
create your privilege log.
This and other examples of innovative technology, effective
workflows, processes, and reporting are available through
Lighthouse’s SmartSeries® suite of solutions.

“While attorneys should
study the rules and recent
developments in their own
jurisdiction, they should also
be reassured that technology
can assist in generating faster,
more descriptive, and more
compliant privilege logs.”
Nicole LeBeau, McDermott, Will & Emery,
Utilizing Technology to Provide Defensible
Privilege Logs in an Era of eDiscovery,
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programs to proactively minimize the potential for future incidents, Lighthouse partners with multinational industry leaders, top
global law firms, and the world’s leading software provider as a channel partner.
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